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If you lead an active lifestyle, have a mild to severe/profound hearing loss and are looking for outstanding

convenience and listening comfort, plus a better solution to the most common complaints with hearing

instruments, Conversa may be the ideal choice for you. Conversa is available in the full range of styles,

from the tiniest CIC (Completely-in-the-Canal) to a full-size BTE (Behind-the-Ear). Talk to your hearing

healthcare professional to choose the hearing instrument style and features that best meet your needs. 

Life is a pleasure. Listening can be too. 

Is Conversa Right for You? 

with ClearCall
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Say Hello to Better Listening

™

with ClearCall



For 40 years, Unitron Hearing has been committed to making life better for people with hearing loss. To us, this

means a commitment to not only develop high-quality hearing solutions, but to incorporate special features that

really solve the everyday problems and concerns you have with hearing loss and hearing aids. To you, this

means a company that’s listening – and responding – to what matters in your life. 

PRACT IC A L SOLUT ION S TO EVE RYDAY PROB LE MS 



Listening should be a pleasure. Whether you currently wear hearing aids or have recently been diagnosed with a

hearing loss, you may be missing out on all the pleasures that a good listening experience has to offer. From taking

an active part in your work and social life to catching up with friends and family on the telephone, Conversa™ lets

you reconnect with the people and activities you enjoy – conveniently and comfortably.

Conversa is the first hearing aid you’ll want to wear all the time. That’s because it’s the first hearing aid designed 

to solve the four greatest concerns of hearing aid users:

Experience Pure Listening 
Conversa reduces loud and embarrassing whistling from the hearing aid, which can happen in a multitude 
of situations and environments.

Enjoy the Telephone Again
Never before has a hearing aid so thoroughly addressed the challenges of talking on the telephone. 
Conversa’s ClearCall technology lets you relax and pick up the phone without fiddling with switches 
or experiencing uncomfortable feedback.

Sound More Like Yourself 
Many hearing aid wearers complain that the sound of their own voice is hollow and disconcerting. 
With Conversa, you’ll sound more like yourself again. 

Hear What People Have to Say 
No more missed conversations, overwhelmingly loud sounds or distracting background noise. Conversa’s
ClearPath™ technology connects you to the voices you want to hear and diminishes the background noise 
you don’t.

SAY H E LLO TO A  B E TT E R L I ST E N I NG E XPE R I E NCE



Conversa Virtually Eliminates Whistling Before it Can be Perceived

Whistle while you work shouldn’t be the case with hearing aids, but until Conversa, this annoying whistling – or feedback –

has often been the reality. If you wear hearing aids now, you may have experienced whistling when you talk, chew, put on 

a hat, pick up the phone or hug someone. 

Conversa’s revolutionary feedback technology dramatically reduces whistling before you or anyone else can perceive it,

resulting in the clearest most natural sound possible.

E XPE R I E NCE PU R E L I ST E N I NG 

Enjoy Your Phone Conversation Without Touching a Thing

The telephone is a vital tool in our everyday lives, but for those who wear hearing aids the phone can fast become the

enemy – loud whistling, buttons to fiddle with, programs to remember. It’s time to relax and pick up the phone again. 

Conversa features ClearCall technology, a breakthrough telephone solution for hearing aid wearers: when the phone

rings, all you have to do is pick it up and enjoy your conversation. ClearCall lets you use the telephone or cell phone

without any adjustments or feedback. It even allows you to enjoy all these conveniences on smaller hearing aid styles 

as a standard feature. 

E N JOY TH E T E LE PHON E AG AI N



You Can Have it All – No Feedback Plus a More Natural Sounding Voice 

Many hearing aid wearers complain that their hearing aids make their own voices sound disconcerting. A comment heard time and again is 

“I feel like I’m talking inside a barrel.” Other complaints include a hollow, booming or echoing sound when talking. 

With Conversa, you’ll sound more like yourself again. Conversa incorporates venting that makes your voice sound more natural without the 

risk of feedback – a complaint often encountered with other hearing aids.

SOU N D MO R E L I KE  YOU RS E LF  



Conversa with ClearPath™ Technology Diminishes Background Noise and

Connects You to the Voices You Want to Hear

Conversa resolves the top complaint of hearing aid wearers – how difficult it is to enjoy a conversation in large groups or anywhere there’s

background noise, such as kitchen appliances or when you’re riding in a car. Conversa features ClearPath – a group of technologies that work

together to help you understand speech in noise. 

The ClearPath directional system connects you to the voices and sounds directly in front of you by decreasing the amplification of sounds

beside and behind you. Simultaneously, ClearPath analyzes all the sounds you’re exposed to and automatically diminishes background noise 

– such as the hum and clatter in a busy restaurant – while preserving the sounds you want to hear, such as speech and music. 

H E A R W HAT PEOPLE HAVE TO SAY 



Sophisticated Digital Features Plus Practical Solutions to the

Most Common Complaints

Conversa resolves the top four concerns of hearing aid wearers and also features the most requested capabilities 

of a sophisticated digital hearing aid. These include:

Up to three listening programs that can be customized to your listening environments.
Change programs with an easy push-button, or choose to have them disabled

Program beep indicator that lets you know which program you’re using and when you
change programs 

Low battery indicator that conveniently lets you know before your battery needs replacing

Manual volume control if you prefer full control over amplification levels

SAY H E LLO TO SO M U CH MO R E


